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A NOTE

ON THE

COMPUTATION

OF THE

TOBIT

ESTIMATOR’

BY RAY C. FAIR’
TOBIT ESTIMA~S
[4] are generally computed by some version of Newton’s method.’ In
this note ao alternative
procedure
is proposed
for computing
these estimates.
Some
experimental
results are presented
that indicate that the procedure may be considerably
faster than Newton’s method for many problems. For ease of reference, the notation in this
note corresponds
closely to the notation in Amemiya [l].

1. THE PROCEDURE
The model is
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where Bn is a K x 1 vector of unknown coefficients, xr is a K x 1 vector of values of the
explanatory variables for observation
r, and uI is an independently
distributed
error term
with distribution N(0, v?,).” Assume for simplicity that the sample is ordered so that all of
the observations for which the value of the dependent variable is nonzero occur first. Let R
be the number of these observations, and let S = T-R be the number of observations
for
which the value of the dependent
variable is zero.
Define the following:
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be the original dependent variable minus ol. The constant term in this transformed model is then the
original cooststant term minus CL.Also, if for a particular model the threshold is an upper bound rather
than a lower bound, this model can be reduced to the model in (1) by multiplying all of the data by
minus one.
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@ is the distribution funeton and 4, is the density function of the standard normal variable
evaluated at @L/u. The vector y’ is 1 x I?, the matrix X’ is K x R, the matrix ?? is K x S,
and the vector 7’ is 1 xS.
The likelihood function is

where ll,, and l& denote multiplication over the S zero and R n~nzero observations
respectively. L is to be maximized with respect to p and v2. The logarithm of L is

where & and & denote addition over the S zero and R ncmem
The first order conditions for a maximum are

observations

respectively.

Pre-multiplying
(13aj by @‘/2r* and adding the result to (13b) yields the following
equation determining D :

After multiplication
(15)

by 0; (13a) can be written as follows:
-P7+&-xgj=o.
cT

Solving (15) for (t then yields

(16)

p = (.m$‘Xy
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where fly is the ordinary least squares estimate of &, for the nonzero observations.
Formula(16jshowsexplicitly
therelationship between theordinary least squaresestimator
for the nonzero observations and the Tobit estimator.
The procedure proposed in this note for computing the ‘Fobit estimates is as follows:
(1) Compute p:: and (XX-‘p.
(2) Choose avalue of 6, say@‘“, and computeuzfrom
(14). ff thisvafueofu2islcss
than
or equal to zero, take fdr the value of u2 some small positive number. Let u(” denote the
square root of the chosen value of 0.‘.
(3) Compute the vector T using p”’ and o”). Denote this vector as y(l). (A standard
FORTRAN function is available for computing @,J
(4) Co)mPute, p from (16) using u’*’ and 9”‘. Denote this value as f?“. Let /3”‘=
~‘“+h(p”
-p ’j, where O<h < 1.
(5) Using p”’ as the new value of 8, go to step (2) and repeat the process. Stop when
successive estimates of @ are within some prescribed tolerance level.
In carryingout this procedure, the computations in step (1) need only be done once. The
parsmeter A in step (4) is a damping factor. It ismany times useful in procedures of this sort
(in 0rder 10 increase the chance that the procedure will converge) to damp the iteration
pro0% by taking A to be less than one. Olsen [3] has shown that the Tobit likelihobd
function has a single maximum, so that if the above procedure converges, it converges to
the maximum likelihood estimator.
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After convergence has been reached, the variance-covariance
estimated as V-',where’
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matrix of (B v’) can be
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It should be stressed that, as with many nonlinear iterative procedures, there is no
guarantee that the above procedure will converge. The convergence pro~rties
of the
present procedure depend, among other things, on the values chosen for 6 ‘) and A. Two
results willnowbe
obviouschoices for fi “are the zerovecto~ and@‘. Someexperimental
presented that compare,for twoproblems, thespeed of the present procedureforthesetwo
choices of @‘” and for various choices of h to the speed of Newton’s method.
2. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RES”I_Ts
The two test problems are taken from Fair [Z]. The first problem consists of 9 explanatory
variables and 601 (150 ncmzero and 451 zero) observations, and the second problem
consists of 9 exptanatory variables and 6,366 (2,053 nanzero and 4.3 13 zero) observations.
The dependent variable in both cases is a measure of time spent in extramarital affairs, a
variable that takes on a value for each individual of either zero or some positive number.
There are, as one might expect, a large number of zeros in both samples (75.0 and 67.8 per
cent respectively), and it turned out in each case that the ordinary least squares estimate of
PO for the nonzero observations (Sk? was not very close to the Tobit estimate. The two
samples are from two independent surveys.
The Tobit estimates based on Newton’s method were computed using a program called
LIMDEP, a program that appears to be fairly widely used. The starting value of p used by
this program is zero. The Tobit estimates based on the present procedure were computed
using a program written by the author. All computations were done on the IBM 370-158
computer at Yale University. The results are in Table I.
For the present procedure, valuesofh between 0.1 and 1.0~~
triedin steps of 0.1. The
convergence properties of the procedure are clearly sensitive to the value of A chosen. The
best value of A is 0.4 for the first problem and 0.5 for the second problem. ‘Ibe procedure
effectively breaksdown for values of A greater than 0.6 for the fnst problem and 0.7 for the
second problem. Tbe convergence properties are not sensitive to the choice for B”‘,
although for the hvo problems the zero vector is a slightly better starting point. AS
mentioned above, fi? is not very close to the Tobit estimate for each problem, and so it is
not particularly surprising that the zero vector is as good a starting paint as /3g’. For
“See Amemiya [l, pp. 1007 and 10101.
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is likely to be a better starting

TABLE 1
First Problem
(601 observations)
PlZSC?“I
Procedure
*
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
NeWton’
Method

@“‘=O
No. of
herlime
ations
(sec.)
33
16
10
1;
95
a
B
5

7.5
4.6
3.2
2.6
4.3
19.5
18.3

Second Problem
(6,366 observations)

p”‘=pF
No. of
uerT,me
ations
(sec.)
42
21
12
9
;:
a
a

8.2
4.7
3.1
2.5
4.4
16.5
_
_

Noio4(“=0

N,@l’=8::

Iterations

Time
(sec.)

rterations

Time
(sec.)

34
16
12
:

40
23
15
10

::
b

66.2
42.9
34.2
27.8
22.8
32.0
56.1
_

78.4
54.1
37.0
26.3
22.9
27.7
55.3
_

4

127.3

1:
29
b

Nar a= “0Lanuet@ sfrcr 100i(cra6nns:b=wn mnvcrgedatw 50 ireratbm. The timf crtimatesBTrrvl,jec,f0 SnrnC
nlFaYUTr”fCrmT.

Newton’s method converged in 5 iterations for the first problem and 4 iterations for the
second problem. (Both Newton’s method and the present procedure converged to the same
answer for each problem within the prescribed tolerance level.) Newton’s method required
fewer iterations to converge than did the present procedure, but this gain was substantially
offset by the much larger number of calculations required per iteration. For the best value
of A, the present procedure
appears to be about 6 times faster than Newton’s method.*
Although one must be careful in comparing the speeds of different methods because of the
possibility that some methods have been more efficiently programmed
than others, the
above results are clearly encouraging regarding possible time savings by using the present
procedure with a value of h between about 0.3 and 0.5 over Newton’s method. There is no
guarantee, of cowsc, that the best value of A will always lie between 0.3 and 0.5, or even
that values of A within this range will always lead to convergence.
When using the present
procedure
for the first time on a problem, a good strategy would be to start with, say,
,A =0.4 and an iteration limit of about 20. If after 20 iterations the procedure does not
appear to be converging, then smaller values of A can be tried.
Yale University

6 Ihe time estimates presented above do not indude set up time, such BStime taken to load the data
into the program. I%ey include iteration time (including for the present procedure the time taken in
Hep (1) above) and the time taken to cwmpute the variance-covariance
matrix of (8 g’).

[3] OLSEN, FCANDAU 1.: “Note on the Uniqueness
T&it Model.” mimeo, April, 1976.
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